
BioBag is the world’s largest brand of certified compostable bags and films made from   U
 the material, Mater-Bi. The Mater-Bi process is protected by more than 70 patents. 

Mater-Bi’s ingredients consist of starches derived from plants, vegetable oils, and compostable    U
 polymers from both renewable raw materials and fossil raw materials. BioBag products use no   
 polyethylene in the production process.  

BioBag strongly supports the use of GMO free certified crops and participates in a source offset    U
 program with our suppliers. 

BioBag has been producing compostable bags since 1994 and today offers the widest   U
 selection of compostable products in the marketplace. 

BioBag films are manufactured in Norway, Belgium, Estonia and the United States.    U

Many municipal composting facilities report BioBags compostability in 10 - 45 days, leaving no    U
 harmful residue. 

BioBag products are certified by the Biodegradable Products Institute to meet the   U
 ASTM D6400 standard for biodegradable and compostable plastic. 

BioBag products meet the California Law, which makes the ASTM specifications the legal   U
 standard for biodegradable and compostable product claims. 

BioBag products breathe, allowing heat and moisture to escape, thus reducing odor, mold,     U
 mildew and water-weight. 

BioBag makes a variety of bag sizes from 2 gallon - 96 gallon, shopping bags and is also known for   U
 our customizable capabilities.  

BioBags are shelf stable however for best results, consumers should use BioBags within 12 months   U
 of purchase. 
 

Support and encourage composting in your area -  U Approximately 30% of landfill waste is organic   
 waste. By diverting organic waste from the landfill and composting it, we can reduce greenhouse gases   
 and create nutrient rich top soils for agriculture thus reducing the need for petroleum-based fertilizers.   
 Compost also enhances retention of water and nutrients, and makes the soil easier to cultivate.   

 Visit www.findacomposter.com for compost facilities near you. 

Enjoy these wonderful products and visit our website often for news, promotions and other cool stuff.  

BIOgroupUSA, Inc:    www.biobagusa.com - info@biobagusa.com - 727-789-1646

BioBag Certifications

Changing the World
 Without Changing the Earth!

BioBag  Produc t  Fac ts 

World’s Leading Brand of Compostable Bags & Films

Our products include commercial liners for foodservice and 
municipalities, retail products, films for agriculture and  

packaging and more.



Mr. McGuire: I want to say one word to you. Just one word. 
Benjamin: Yes, sir. 
Mr. McGuire: Are you listening? 
Benjamin: Yes, I am. 
Mr. McGuire: Plastics. 
Benjamin: Exactly how do you mean? 
Mr. McGuire: There’s a great future in plastics. Think about it. Will you think about it?
 
With these famous lines “The Graduate” (1967) foreshadowed the explosive growth of the plastics industry 
in the 1970’s. A wide array of manufacturers began using this inexpensive and lightweight material, forever 
changing our lives in many positive and some negative ways. The use of plastics made many durable goods 
more affordable and longer lasting; unfortunately, disposable goods were made to last much longer as well! 
Plastic utensils, cups, packaging and bags are convenient, however, they are rarely reused or recycled which 
increases the already considerable amount of waste going to landfills each day.
 
Nothing lasts forever…except…perhaps plastic. Consumers and municipalities soon took notice of the 
proliferation of disposable plastics in their communities. Despite decades of polyethylene (PE) recycling 
efforts, most communities have achieved PE recycling rates no greater than 2%. In the early 90’s, the plastics 
industry introduced degradable plastics, which use heavy metals and/or organic additives to cause PE to 
fragment into little pieces of PE. This seemingly good idea is actually worse for the environment because 
small pieces of PE can be confused as food by animals, and also can serve as accumulators of toxins in 
our rivers, lakes, and oceans. To this day, some manufacturers go so far as to call this degrading process 
“biodegradable”, even though it is illegal to do so in two states (California & Minnesota).
 
“Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle” has become the mantra to foster change in our disposable society. When it 
comes to recycling, most of us think of glass bottles, paper and aluminum cans. However, recycling organics, 
or “composting”, is often overlooked. Organics (food scraps, lawn waste, soiled paper, etc.) comprise 30% or 
more of the waste sent to most US landfills. By diverting this organic material from our landfills, we can create 
nutrient rich topsoils for agricultural use, which reduces farmer’s needs for water and petro fertilizers. For 
example, in California more than 200 vineyards utilize “compost” created from food scraps from the city of 
San Francisco…who, by the way, has achieved 70+% landfill diversion through recycling and composting and 
has goals of zero landfill waste by the year 2020.
 
So where am I going with this? 

I want to say two words to you… just two words…are you listening? 

Compostable Plastic!
 
BioBag is the World’s largest brand of certified compostable plastic bags and films. BioBags contain no 
polyethylene. We strongly support the use of non-GMO (non genetically modified) certified crops and 
participates in a source offset program with our suppliers. The same microorganisms that eat food scraps and 
lawn waste can eat our bags.  
 
We encourage you to try our wonderful products. For more information about BioBag, visit our website at 
www.biobagusa.com and please, do join us in…“Changing the World without Changing the Earth.”

Compostable Plastic!


